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Yun chujiu waved her hand at prime minister Sima. “There’s no need to follow me. I have my own 

plans.” 

 

Prime Minister Sima thought to himself, if I don’t follow you, I’ll be courting death! 

 

Yun chujiu rode on the giant rabbit and galloped all the way out of the capital city of the Southern 

Dragon Kingdom. 

 

Yun Chujiu summoned her flying spirit tool and landed in a valley. 

 

She took out Xiao Heiniao and Xiao Mogu, and the three perverts sat in a row, waiting to be struck by 

lightning. 

 

This guy had just unlocked the method of resisting the lightning of the flying spirit tool, so he wasn’t 

worried at all. At worst, he would just waste money! 

 

It didn’t matter, I have plenty of money! 

 

When this guy thought of the spirit stones, he immediately thought of that annoying da Hua. Damn it, 

there was no money! She was probably going to be penniless soon! 

 

If she could save it later, she would use it sparingly. After all, this flying spirit tool was quite expensive. 

 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

 

Wu Yun was too lazy to test it out. The first thing he did was to hack it to death. He simply hated the 

three perverts on the ground to death! 



 

It was also a familiar formula and a familiar smell. When the little black bird and Xiao Mogu had almost 

fully absorbed it, Hei Xinjiu kept the two and began to absorb it herself. 

 

When she was almost at the limit of her absorption, this guy released da Hua. Before she could anger da 

Hua, Da Hua was struck by lightning. 

 

Yun Chujiu:”…” 

 

Hei Xinjiu tried a few times but failed. She was too lazy to use da Hua. She directly summoned a flying 

spiritual device and started to walk the dog, ah, no, walking thunder. 

 

Wu Yun in the sky was so angry! 

 

Chasing closely behind Yun Chujiu, Hei Xinjiu kept changing her flying spiritual device. She didn’t know 

how far she had flown, but she was miserable! 

 

She didn’t know what kind of boundary she had entered by mistake, but it was actually forbidden to fly 

there. The flying spiritual device that was burnt black by the Lightning fell down like a kite with a broken 

string. 

 

Hei Xinjiu was dumbfounded. F * CK, was she not struck by lightning? was she going to fall to her death? 

 

Fortunately, this thing had everything in its storage ring. She threw a lot of big gunny sacks filled with 

sand onto the ground, saving her life. 

 

Wu Yun in the sky saw that Yun chujiu could no longer use her flying spirit tool, and immediately 

trembled arrogantly. Stupid Girl, you’re dead meat this time! 

 



Yun Chujiu didn’t have a flying spirit tool, so she could only rely on her two legs to walk the Lightning. 

 

She couldn’t run anymore, so she let out the Meng Yanshou. 

 

The Meng Yanshou risked its life to hold on for almost an hour. Seeing that it had reached its limit, Yun 

Chujiu had no choice but to put it away and carry it on her own. 

 

As time passed, Hei Xinjiu felt that the meridians in her body were about to explode. She thought to 

herself, was it going to die just like that? It was too f * cking depressing! 

 

She thought about it and summoned Da Hua. This time, she learned from the previous lesson and 

protected da Hua with her own body. Then, she started to get angry: 

 

“Da Hua, it’s not that I don’t like you. You are even weaker than the most useless little bastard. What’s 

the use of a spiritual beast like you? !” 

 

The little bastard that was innocent in the spiritual beast bag:”…” 

 

If it were not for the urgent situation, it would have complained about it. It was not that it was useless. It 

was still a cub. Moreover, its big bastard shell had made many contributions! 

 

“Da Hua, you are a walking waste. You are a disgrace to the fierce beast world. If I were you, I would find 

a piece of tofu and kill myself!” 

 

Yun chujiu scolded for a long time, but da hua acted as if it did not hear her. There was still no sign of 

darkening. 

 



Yun chujiu could only continue to curse, “Da Hua, it’s not that my words are harsh, but with your current 

state, you will definitely be alone in the future. which young lady would fall for a good-for-nothing who 

is not good-looking and useless? !” 

 

The purple color on da Hua’s body instantly turned black, and her figure began to rapidly grow.. 

 

Yun Chujiu was dumbfounded. Aiyo, she seemed to have unsealed the new skill that made da Hua go 

berserk! 


